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Impurity screening in carbon nanotubes
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Nanotube geometry determines electronic structure and thus impurity screening. A metallic carbon nanotube
could effectively screen a charged impurity, while a semiconducting carbon nanotube could not. The ability to
screen a long-range Coulomb field is mainly determined by whether there are free carriers in the subbands
nearest the Fermi level. The detailed screening properties are sensitive to the impurity position, and the tubular
structure~such as radius and chiral angle!. Strong, short-wavelength Friedel oscillations at long distances are
found to exist only in metallic armchair nanotubes. They are relatively obvious for a smaller armchair nano-
tube, and could survive at room temperature.@S0163-1829~97!06632-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes have stirred many studies, since
were found in 1991 by Iijima.1 They are predicted to be
metals or semiconductors, depending on radii and ch
angles.2–4 A single-walled nanotube could be regarded a
rolled-up graphite sheet in cylindrical form. It is characte
ized by a two-dimensional~2D! vector Rx5ma11na2,5

wherea1 and a2 are primitive lattice vectors of a graphit
sheet. A nanotube represented by (m,n) has a radius
r 5bA3(m21mn1n2)/2p(b51.42 Å! and a chiral angle
u5tan21@2A3n/(2m1n)#. It is a metal ~semiconductor!
when 2m1n53I (Þ3I , whereI is an integer!.4 For a metal-
lic nanotube, the band gap due to the Peirels distortion2,6 and
the s-p mixing effect4 is negligible at room temperatur
except for a very small zigzag nanotube (u50°).4 The band
property, metal or semiconductor, will be reflected in most
the physical properties, e.g., the impurity screening, stud
here.

The tight-binding model,4 as employed for a graphit
sheet,7 is used to calculate thep bands formed by 2pz orbit-
als. A carbon nanotube has many 1D subbands, which
described by the axial wave vectors (ky’s! and discrete an-
gular momenta (J’s!. A metallic nanotube has linear sub
bands~denoted byJa’s! intersecting at the Fermi level~Fig.
1!; that is, the density of states~DOS! is finite at EF . The
electrons in such subbands behave as free carriers in no
metals, and make an outstanding contribution to the lo
frequency or static physical properties. They are thus
pected to be capable of completely screening the long-ra
Coulomb field. On the other hand, a semiconducting na
tube without such free carriers could not effectively scree
charged impurity.

Several theoretical studies on screening properties of
bon nanotubes have been performed. It is predicted tha
impurity level in a semiconducting nanotube is a shall
level,8 and that any nanotube could screen large exte
electric fields.9 In this work, screening of a charged impuri
is mainly studied at room temperature. The dependence
nanotube geometry~such as radius and chiral angle!, impu-
rity position, and temperature (T) is included in the study.
The present study could provide a basis for further inve
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gation of screening-related physical properties, such as
impurity level,8 the residual resistivity,10 the interaction en-
ergy of a charged particle with a carbon nanotube,11 etc.

Screening properties could be understood from the r
sponse functionx or the dielectric functione. The self-
consistent-field ~SCF! approach,12 including the band-
structure effects, has been used to calculatex. The band
structure directly affects the characteristics ofx and thus the
screening properties. Whether a carbon nanotube co
screen the long-range Coulomb field is mainly determined
x @Eq. ~3!# at zero momentum (q50) and angular momen-
tum (L50). A finite x(q50,L50)50.031, which is identi-
fied to be due to the linearJa subbands, is the same for all

FIG. 1. The energy dispersion relations for the bonding ener
bands nearest the Fermi level. They are symmetric, aboutEF50, to
the antibonding energy bands. The metallic nanotubes, which
clude the~7,7!, ~9,6!, and~10,4! nanotubes, have the linearJa sub-
bands intersecting atEF50. However, the semiconducting~13,0!
nanotube has the parabolic subbandJ59.
4996 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 4997IMPURITY SCREENING IN CARBON NANOTUBES
metallic nanotubes. However,x(q50,L50) vanishes in all
semiconducting nanotubes. A logarithmic singularity at a
nite q52kF (kF is the Fermi momentum! and L50 is fur-
ther found to exist only in a metallic armchair nanotu
@a(m,m) nanotube withu530°#. It originates from the ex-
citation between6kF states within the sameJa subband. It is
even absent in other metallic chiral nanotubes with fin
kF’s, owing to the lack of reflection symmetry. Such a s
gular structure could cause strong, short-wavelength Frie
oscillations at long distances. The dependence of Friede
cillations on impurity position, nanotube radius, and te
perature will be investigated. The above-mentioned cha
teristics ofx clearly illustrate that the band structure plays
important role in impurity screening.

This paper is organized as follows. The relation betwe
the p band and the static response function is discusse
Sec. II. Screening properties of carbon nanotubes are stu
in Sec. III. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. STATIC RESPONSE FUNCTION

Thep band is briefly reviewed as follows. It is calculate
using the nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian.7,4 The
energy dispersions of the (m,n) nanotube are

Ec,v~kx ,ky!56g0H 114 cosS 3b~kycosu1kxsinu!

2 D
3cos SA3b~kysinu2kxcosu!

2 D
14 cos2SA3b~kysinu2kxcosu!

2 D J 1/2

,

~1a!

and the corresponding wave functions are

Cc,v~kx ,ky!5
1

A2
H U1~kx ,ky!7

H12* ~kx ,ky!

uH12~kx ,ky!u
U2~kx ,ky!J .

~1b!

The superscriptsc and v, respectively, represent the an
bonding (E>0) and bonding energy bands. They, as sho
in Fig. 1, are symmetric to each other about the Fermi le
EF50. The transverse wave vector obtained from the p
odic boundary condition is kx5J/r , where
J51,2, . . . ,Nu/2; Nu is the atom number in a primitive un
cell.5 The angular momentumJ could serve as the subban
index. The axial wave vectorky is confined within the first
Brillouin zone. U1 and U2 are the two tight-binding func-
tions, andH12 is the nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian matr
element. The resonance integralg053.033 eV is taken in
this work.4

The geometric structure uniquely determines the e
tronic structure and thus the impurity screening. There
three main characteristics in thep-band structure. First, a
metallic (m,n) nanotube, with 2m1n53I , has linearly dis-
persive antibonding and bonding bands intersecting
EF50. TheJa subbands are described by the dispersion
lations 6v f uk6kFu(v f53g0b/2). The carriers in such sub
bands would behave like conduction electrons in norm
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metals due to the finite DOS atEF50. The free carrier num-
ber per area (D) is inversely proportional to radius. On th
other hand, a semiconducting nanotube has an energy
Eg}1/r .13 For example, the~7,7!, ~9,6!, and~10,4! nanotubes
are metals~Fig. 1!, and the~13,0! nanotube is a semiconduc
tor with Eg50.82 eV. Second, a metallic nanotube has
finite ~vanishing! Fermi momentumkF56G/3, if n2m is
equal ~unequal! to 3dI.14 G is the reciprocal-lattice vector
and d is the highest common divisor ofm and n. For ex-
ample,kF of the ~7,7! and ~10,4! nanotubes isG/3, and that
of the ~9,6! nanotube is zero. A metallic nanotube exhibits
finite x and q50 and L50, which is demonstrated to b
mainly due to the excitations from the states nearkF @Eq.
~3!#. The finite x(q50,L50) contrasts strongly with the
vanishingx(q50,L50) in a semiconducting nanotube. Th
value of x(q50,L50) determines whether a carbon nan
tube could screen a charged impurity. Finally, carbon na
tubes exhibit the reflection symmetryE(J,ky)5E(J,2ky)
when the hexagons are arranged along the tubular axis
nonhelical fashion. They include both armchair nanotub
and zigzag nanotubes, e.g., the~7,7! and ~13,0! nanotubes.
Hence only an armchair nanotube has finite Fermi mome
kF56G/3, in the same linear subbandJa . This means that a
(m,m) nanotube could exhibit the excitation between6kF
states within the sameJa subband. Such a kind of excitatio

FIG. 2. ~a! The static response functionx(q,L50) for various
nanotubes is calculated at room temperature. Also shown for c
parison is that from the linearJa57 subband in the~7,7! nanotube.
~b! x(q,L50) of the~7,7! nanotube exhibits a singular structure
q52kF , which is displayed at various temperatures.
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4998 56M. F. LIN AND D. S. CHUU
would lead to a singular structure inx(q52kF ,L50) @Figs.
2~a! and 2~b!# and thus Friedel oscillations~Figs. 5 and 6!.

The p-band structure is included in the calculation
dielectric function via the SCF approach.12 The static
e(q,L) of a single-walled carbon nanotube is given by15

e~q,L !5e02V~q,L !x~q,L !, ~2a!

x~q,L !52 (
h,h85c,v

(
J
E

1stBZ

dky

~2p!2

3u^J1L,ky1q;h8ueiqyeiLf8uJ,ky ;h&u2

3
f @Eh8~J1L,ky1q!#2 f @Eh~J,ky!#

Eh8~J1L,ky1q!2Eh~J,ky!
, ~2b!

where

u^J1L,ky1q;h8ueiqyeiLfuJ,ky ;h&u2

5
1

4H 11Fq21~L/r !2

36 G J 26

3U16
H12~J1L,ky1q!H12* ~J,ky!

uH12~J1L,ky1q!H12* ~J,ky!u
U2

. ~2c!

e052.4 is the background dielectric constant due to all
citations outside the p band.16 V(q,L)5
4pe2I L(qr)KL(qr) is the Coulomb interaction of a 1D elec
tron gas~EGS!, where I L(KL) is the first ~second! kind of
modified Bessel function of orderL. f is the Fermi-Dirac
function. The electron-electron interaction in a carbon na
tube includes two parts:V(q,L) and a transition matrix ele
ment betweenh and h8 bands in Eq.~2c! 1 and 2 in Eq.
~2c!, respectively, correspond toh5h8 andhÞh8. The tran-
sition matrix element is calculated from the band structu
which is very important in determining the static respon
function.

The main features in impurity screening are closely
lated to the response function of theL50 excitations~Sec.
III !. The q dependence of the static response funct
x(q,L50) is shown in Fig. 2~a! for various nanotubes a
room temperature. The effect of temperatures onx is gener-
ally weak except for the singular structure in an armch
nanotube@Fig. 2~b!#. The excitations from the bonding to th
antibonding energy bands (v→c), the only excitation chan-
nel at T50, would uniquely determine the principal diffe
ence between semiconducting and metallic nanotubes.
semiconducting nanotubes, thev→c Coulomb interactions
@Eq. 2~c!# vanish at q50 and L50, and so does
x(q50,L50), e.g., the~13,0! nanotube~the light dashed
curve!. On the other hand, all metallic nanotubes have
samex(q50,L50)52/p2v f50.031. The finite value origi-
nates from the linear dispersion ofJa subbands, since th
v→c Coulomb interactions may exist in these subbands,
not in other subbands. For example,x(q50,L50) of the
~7,7! nanotube is due to the linear subbandJa57 ~the solid-
circled curve!. In addition, other subbands contribute
x(L50) atqÞ0, so that they would modify the short-rang
-
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screening properties. The finite value ofx(q50,L50) could
be derived from the expression

x~q→0,L50!

5
2

p2E
2q1kF

kF dky

v f uk1q2kFu1v f uk2kFu
. ~3!

The contributions from the spin, Eq.~2! and the degenerac
of Ja , Eq. ~2! ~or the states near the finite6kF) have been
included in Eq.~3!. Furthermore, the transition matrix ele
ment in Eq. 2~c! is equal to 1~0! for the left-hand~right-
hand! states ofk5kF .

The value ofx(L50) atq50 is the same for all metallic
nanotubes; that atq52kF , however, might be quite differ-
ent. An armchair nanotube would exhibit an obvious pe
structure atq52kF51.703 Å21, e.g., the~7,7! nanotube
@the light solid curve in Fig. 2~a!#. It is caused by thev→c
excitation between6kF states within the same linear sub
band Ja . Other chiral nanotubes, with finitekF’s, do not
exhibit such a singular structure because of the absenc
reflection symmetry, e.g.,x of the~10,4! nanotube@circles in
Fig. 2~a!#. The singular structure atT50 is a logarithmic
divergence@the light dashed curve in Fig. 2~b!#. It can be
obtained from the expression

x~q→2kF ,L50!}E dky

v f uk1q2kFu1v f uk1kFu
, ~4!

where the upper or the lower limit of thedky integration
includes the2kF state. The logarithmic singularity become
a peak structure asT increases, and disappears at high te
peratures@e.g.,T>1200 K for the~7,7! nanotube#. It is less
apparent for a larger armchair nanotube, and is more ea
blurred by the increasingT. Generally speaking, an armcha
nanotube withr ,30 Å could exhibit a singular structure a
T<300 K.

The aforementioned singular structure deserves a cl
examination. Within the tight-binding model, thep-band
states of a carbon nanotube are sampled from those
graphite sheet, i.e., they are derived from the states inside
hexagonal Brillouin zone.5 The 1kF and 2kF states in an
armchair nanotube, respectively, come from the two nei
boring corners, theK andK8 points. The excitation betwee
6kF states thus corresponds to the intervalley excitation,
K→K8 excitation, in a graphite sheet. The similar logarit
mic divergence atT50 could also be found in a 1D EGS,17

which suggests that there exists a Peierls transition. Her
armchair nanotube might change from a metal into a se
conductor with a very narrow energy gap. The mean-fi
transition temperature (Tc) of a small armchair nanotube i
estimated to be much lower than room temperature.3 More-
over, Tc is very rapidly reduced as the nanotube rad
increases.6 In general, the effect due to Peierls transition
the electronic properties is predicted to be negligible even
low temperature.

III. IMPURITY SCREENING

The dielectric function in Eq.~2a! is used to study the
screening properties, mainly the effective potential and
induced charge distribution. They are calculated for vario
nanotubes, with one charged impurity at the center or
surface. The effect due to temperatures is also investiga

The ionized impurities may come from the substitution
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56 4999IMPURITY SCREENING IN CARBON NANOTUBES
atoms ~e.g., borons and nitrogens!,6 the intercalant atoms
~e.g., the alkali-metal atoms!, and the incident charged pa
ticles ~e.g., the positrons!.11 A large concentration of K and
Rb has been successfully intercalated into a car
nanotubes,18 and electrons are suggested to be transfe
from the former to the latter.19 The impurity screening stud
ied here is suitable for the dilute intercalation, but not t
above-mentioned dense intercalation.18 Let us first consider a
single-walled carbon nanotube including one charged im
rity Ze at (R5g im ,f50°,y50) ~the cylindrical coordi-
nate!. The charged impurity produces an external Coulo
interaction,Vex(q,L)54pZe2I L(qr,)KL(qr.) @r ,(r .) the
smaller ~larger! of r and r im], on the (m,n) nanotube.
Electrons on the carbon nanotube would screen
external potential. The effective potential and the induc
charge density within the SCF approach a
given by Veff(q,L)5Vex(q,L)/e(q,L) and nin(q,L)5
x(q,L)Veff(q,L). The real-space effective potential is o
tained by the inverse Fourier transform

Veff~f,y!5
1

4p2 (
L52`

1`

eiLfE
2`

1`

eiqyVef~q,L !dq. ~5!

A similar relation holds true for the induced charge dens
nin(f,y). The total induced charges are given
Veff(q,L)x(q,L) at q50 and L50. They are equal to
2Ze(0) for a finite ~vanishing! x(q50,L50), since the
Coulomb interaction is logarithmically divergent there. Th
result implies that metallic and semiconducting nanotu
are, respectively, able and unable to screen the long-ra
Coulomb field. It is also a good indication of the validity o
the calculated response function for carbon nanotubes.

The valence of the charged impurity is taken asZ561 in
the following calculations. The effective potential in Eq.~5!
strongly depends on the impurity position. Ther im50 case,
where a charged impurity is situated at the center of a hol
cylinder, is first examined. The external Coulomb poten
for L50, 4pe2KL50(qr), is the only electric potential; Eq
~5! is thus reduced to

Veff~y!5
1

4p2E
2`

1`

eiqyVeff~q,L50!dq. ~6!

The effective potential and the induced charge density
independent of the azimuthal anglef. This result is consis-
tent with the symmetry considerations.

The ratio of Veff(y) to Vex(y)@5e2/A(r im2r )21y2# is
shown in Fig. 3 for various nanotubes. The~7,7! nanotube
and the~13,0! nanotube, with similar radii, are taken to i
lustrate the main difference between metallic and semic
ducting nanotubes.Veff/Vex of the ~7,7! nanotube~the light
solid curve! decreases withy’s, while the opposite is true fo
the ~13,0! nanotube~the light dashed curve!. Furthermore,
the former at long distance approaches zeros approxima
in the formVeff/Vex}y21, which is in great contrast with the
finite value 1/e050.417 of the latter~the upper inset in Fig.
3!. The long-range Coulomb field is effectively screened
a metallic nanotube, but not a semiconducting nanotube.
tallic nanotubes thus behave as good conductors, and s
conducting nanotubes as dielectrics. The screening abilit
a metallic nanotube results from the free carriers in theJa
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subbands, since the large-y behavior ofVeff(y) principally
reflects the small-q characteristic ofx(L50). For example,
the Ja57 subband of the~7,7! nanotube produces a finite
x(L50) at smallq’s @Fig. 2~a!#, so that the free carriers in i
have the ability to screen the long-range Coulomb field~the
solid-circled curve in the lower inset!. Other subbands make
a contribution tox(L50) at finite q’s, while they only
modify the effective potential at short distances. In short,
main difference in screening properties between metallic a
semiconducting nanotubes is determined by whether th
are free carriers or not.

The detailed screening properties are sensitive to
nanotube radius. The effective potential is almost the sa
for various metallic or semiconducting nanotubes~various
u ’s! with similar radii, e.g., metallic nanotubes:~7,7!, ~9,6!,
and ~10,4!. However, the free-carrier density of metalli
nanotubes and the energy gap of semiconducting nanotu
are appreciably affected by radius, so does the effective
tential. A smaller metallic nanotube has higherD; therefore,
Veff/Vex would fall off more quickly, as obtained from the
comparison of the~7,7! and ~12,12! nanotubes. But for a
smaller semiconducting nanotube,Veff/Vex is comparatively
high, as shown by the~13,0! and ~13,11! nanotubes. The
increasingEg or the stronger binding of valence electrons
the main reason. The short-range screening of the Coulo
field is more efficient for a smaller metallic nanotube—
trend contrary to that of a smaller semiconducting nanotu
This feature is essentially independent of the impurity po
tion. The calculated effective potential would be useful f
studying other physical properties, e.g., the impurity leve8

the elastic scattering between conduction electrons

FIG. 3. The ratio of the effective potential vs the external p
tential is shown for various nanotubes, with a charged impurity
the center~the r im50 case!. The upper inset showsVeff(y)/Vex(y)
at very largey’s for the semiconducting nanotubes,~13,0! and
~13,11!. That corresponding to the linearJa57 subband in the~7,7!
nanotube is also displayed in the lower inset for comparis
r 154.75 Å is the radius of the~7,7! nanotube, here and henceforth
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5000 56M. F. LIN AND D. S. CHUU
charged impurities,10 and the interaction energy between
carbon nanotube and a charged particle.11

The screening charges per unit length,Nin(y)
52pnin(y), for ther im50 case is shown in Fig. 4. For sem
conducting nanotubes, the induced charges near a pos
charged impurity are electrons, and others are holes, e
Nin(y) of the ~13,0! and ~13,11! nanotubes. They are essen
tially distributed along the tubular axis in a dipolelike form
and the net induced charges are zero. The dipolelike dis
bution, which weakly reduces the Coulomb field~Fig. 3!, is
the basic response of valence charges to an external ele
field. Such a distribution is comparatively short ranged fo
smaller semiconducting nanotube, on account of the lar
value of Eg . These results further exemplify the dielectr
behavior of semiconducting nanotubes. They also reveal
the transferred charges from the dilute intercalant ato
~e.g., K! would form impurity levels. Such bound state
could be further obtained from the effective potential.

There are net screening charges2Ze in a metallic nano-
tube. The free carriers in the linear subbandsJa’s would
form a screening cloud to shield the long-range Coulom
field separately, e.g., those in theJa57 subband of the~7,7!
nanotube~the inset in Fig. 4!. Other valence electrons only
cause a dipolelike distribution similar to the situation e
countered in semiconducting nanotubes. Such a charge
tribution further makes the screening charges piled up clo
to the charged impurity. It also reduces the effective pote
tial at small y’s ~the lower inset in Fig. 3!; however, the
falloff of Veff/Vex might become slower. The induced charg
distributions exhibit a diffuse behavior at large distance
which is approximately described byy23/2. Such a behavior
is more obvious than that in a 2D (y22) ~Ref. 20! or 3D
(y23) ~Ref. 21! EGS.

The effective screening length (l) is further used to de-
scribe the charge distributions.l here is chosen to be relate
to the median of the net screening charges:

FIG. 4. The induced charge distributions along the tubular a
are shown for various nanotubes. The inset shows the compar
betweenNin(y) due to all subbands and theJa57 subband in the
~7,7! nanotube.
ive
g.,

ri-

tric
a
er

at
s

b

-
is-
er
-

,

E
2l

l

Nin~y!dy5
2Ze

2
. ~7!

l is sensitive to radii, but not chiral angles. It is above 3
and 5.7 Å, respectively, for the~7,7! and~12,12! nanotubes.
The induced charge distributions are relatively extended
a larger metallic nanotube, owing to the lower free-carr
density. The characteristic length is also useful in und
standing under what condition the impurity distribution
dilute. Impurities are indicated to be distributed in a dilu
manner, when the average distance among impuritie
much larger thanl. Their correlations are generally wea
under such a condition.

When the impurity position is changed from the center
the surface, the screening properties become complex
cause of the dependence on azimuthal angle. The avera
f ’s here is taken to simplify the problem. That is to say, t
L50 excitations, as expressed in Eq.~6!, are the only con-
tribution to the impurity screening. Such an average is ba
on the following reasons:~i! If all LÞ0 excitations are taken
into consideration, the numerical calculations of the multi
mensional integration in Eqs.~2b! and~5! will be difficult to
be managed. Some of them are calculated, and their co
butions to screening properties are smaller than those of
L50 excitations.~ii ! Impurities, for example, borons an
nitrogens, on a carbon nanotube might be distributed i
random and dilute manner. The above approximation is s
able for such kind of impurity distribution.~iii ! The essential
screening features are expected to remain unchanged,
they are principally dominated by theL50 excitations. For
example, the ability to screen the long-range Coulomb fi
depends only on theL50 excitations of the free carriers i
the linearJa subbands.

The effective potential for ther im5r case is also calcu
lated from Eq.~6!, but with the external Coulomb potentia
4pe2I L(qr)KL(qr). It is shown in Fig. 5~a! for various me-
tallic nanotubes.Veff(y)/Vex(y) is equal to zero aty→0,
because the integrandVeff(q,L50) in Eq. ~6! is a well-
behaved function at anyq. The vanishing value quite differs
from the finite value~1! in a 2D or 3D EGS.20,21 Metallic
nanotubes thus exhibit the 1D screening characterist22

Veff(y)/Vex(y) at short distances is much lower than that
the r im50 case~Fig. 3!, e.g., the~7,7! nanotube. This resul
could be understood from the induced charge distributio
Most of the screening charges, as shown in Fig. 6, are
tributed within a small characteristic length, e.g.,l;0.7 Å
for the~7,7! nanotube. Hence they could screen the Coulo
field very efficiently, i.e., the effective potential falls o
quickly.

The screening properties at long distances show a diff
behavior. Ther im5r case is similar to ther i50 case except
for the armchair nanotubes; that is,Veff(y)}y22 and
Nin(y)}y23/2 at largey. The ~7,7! and ~12,12! nanotubes
exhibit another outstanding feature, namely, strong, ra
Friedel oscillations. Such oscillations at largey are derived
from the first-derivative singularity of the integrand@Eq. ~6!#
in the Fourier transform.23 The singular response function a
q52kF andL50 @Fig. 2~b!# is the cause of the Friedel os
cillations. The strong, rapid oscillations with a period
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p/kF53.69 Å are approximately described by sin(2kFy)/y at
largey @Fig. 5~b! and the inset in Fig. 6#. It is also noted that
the oscillation period is the same for all armchair nanotub
The Friedel oscillations in armchair nanotubes are simila
those in a 1D EGS.22 However, they are much stronger tha
those in a 2D@sin(2kFy)/y2# ~Ref. 20! or 3D @sin(2kFy)/y3#
~Ref. 21! EGS.

The Friedel oscillations depend on impurity positio
nanotube radius, and temperature. The oscillation amplit
should be proportional to the external Coulomb interacti
4pe2I L50(2kFr im)KL50(2kFr ); therefore, it is affected by
r im and r . When the impurity is located at the center, t
amplitude decays in the exponential form exp(22kFr) be-
cause of 2kFr @1. This result could explain why Friedel os
cillations are absent in ther im50 case~Figs. 3 and 4!. It also
implies that one charged impurity needs to be close to
armchair nanotube in order to cause the Friedel oscillatio
As for ther im5r case, the oscillation amplitude is inverse
proportional tor ~the inset in Fig. 6!. For a smaller armchai
nanotube, the Friedel oscillations would be relatively ob
ous. The singular structure inx(q52kF ,L50) is gradually
broadened by the increasingT @Fig. 2~b!#, and the Friedel
oscillations behave so@Fig. 5~b!#. The temperature must b
sufficiently high to destroy the strong, rapid oscillations th
oughly, e.g.,T>1200 K for the~7,7! nanotube. Hence the
Friedel oscillations in a small armchair nanotube are
pected to be pronounced at room temperature. The de

FIG. 5. ~a! Similar plot as in Fig. 3, but for ther im5r case.~b!
The strong, rapid Friedel oscillations in the~7,7! nanotube is shown
at various temperatures.
s.
o

,
e
,

n
s.

-

-

-
n-

dence on azimuthal angle is neglected in the above calc
tions. If theLÞ0 excitations are included in the calculation
of Eq. ~5!, they would somewhat modify the Friedel oscilla
tions for different azimuthal angles. However, the stron
short-wavelength oscillations would remain similar. T
Friedel oscillations might affect, e.g., correlations betwe
impurities on a armchair nanotube.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The impurity screening in carbon nanotubes are stud
within the SCF approach. Thep-band structure completely
dominates the response function and thus the screening p
erties.x at q50 andL50 is finite for a metallic nanotube
but vanishing for a semiconducting nanotube. That a meta
nanotube owns the linear subbands intersecting at the F
level is the main reason. Hence a metallic carbon nanot
could effectively screen a charge impurity, while a semico
ducting carbon nanotube could not. The ability to screen
long-range Coulomb field is determined by whether there
free carriers in the subbands nearestEF .

The detailed screening properties are strongly affected
the impurity position and the tubular structure. As a result
the higher free-carrier density, the short-range screenin
more efficient for a smaller metallic nanotube. The oppos
is true for a smaller semiconducting nanotube because o
larger energy gap. Metallic nanotubes, armchair nanotu
excepted, exhibit monotonously diffuse behavior at long d
tances. Their long-range screening behavior is indicated
be very different from that in a 1D EGS.22

For an armchair nanotube, it has finite Fermi mome
and reflection symmetry; therefore, it could exhibit stron
short-wavelength Friedel oscillations. Such oscillations

FIG. 6. A similar plot to that in Fig. 4, but with a charge
impurity at the cylindrical surface~the r int5r case!. The inset
shows the details at large distances. Please notice thatNin(y) of the
~12,12! nanotube is only shown in the inset for clarity.
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relatively obvious for a smaller armchair nanotube, a
could survive at room temperature. They are expected
affect the impurity ordering, e.g., borons and nitrogens on
armchair nanotube. A closer investigation in this regard
needed.

The study on impurity screening clearly illustrates the i
portance of the uniquep-band structure. It could provide
basis of understanding for other impurity-related propert
For example, the calculated effective potential could be f
.

d
to
n
s

-

s.
r-

ther used to study the impurity level,8 the residual
resistivity,10 the electrodynamics of charged particles insi
a carbon nanotube,11 etc.
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